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Patients with symptomatic heart failure (HF) and left bundle branch block (LBBB)
are currently treated with biventricular pacing (BiV) which has a Class IA
recommendation. Given the possibility to re-establish the inter and intra-
ventricular synchrony, BiV is commonly referred to as cardiac resynchronization
therapy (CRT). This wording is widely utilized and over time the terms BiV and
CRT have become interchangeable. Conduction system pacing (CSP) is
emerging as a valid therapeutic opportunity to obtain CRT restoring the native
conduction via the Purkinje network. Therefore the acronym CRT is no longer
synonymous with BiV only but could also refer to CSP. A terminology update is
needed to include the resource of CSP to ensure better communication among
all the stakeholders involved in managing recipients of cardiac devices and
should be a fundamental step in advancing the quality of patient care. Making
use of the NBG code to describe the implantable cardiac device would ease
such terminology update, since only the first three positions of the five letters
NBG code are commonly utilized, while the last two are rarely used.
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Patients with symptomatic heart failure (HF) and left bundle branch block (LBBB) are

currently treated with biventricular pacing (BiV) which has a Class IA

recommendation given the morbidity and mortality benefit (1). As LBBB produces

electrical delay in the left ventricular (LV) lateral wall, timed pacing from the left and

right leads, or device-based fusion optimization of LV stimulation with intrinsic

conduction can re-establish the inter and intra-ventricular synchrony (2–4). Moreover,

LV-only with fusion has proven to be as effective as BiV or slightly, though not

statistically significant, superior in the setting of LBBB with preserved AV conduction

(3). Based on these mechanisms, BiV is referred to as cardiac resynchronization

therapy (CRT). This wording is widely utilized and over time the terms BiV and CRT

have become interchangeable. Indeed, CRT is a more comprehensive term that

comprises the whole setting of simultaneous and non-simultaneous BiV stimulation as

well as LV-only pacing. Recently conduction system pacing (CSP) has emerged as a

new therapeutic opportunity, and gained relevance given the possibility to restore the

native conduction via the Purkinje network and resynchronize LV activation in LBBB

patients (2). While BiV aims to reduce LV dyssynchrony, CSP aims to restore the
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normal cardiac electrical activation by stimulation below the site

of the conduction block. His bundle pacing (HBP) theoretically

enables both RV and LV synchrony, while several studies have

indicated that left bundle branch pacing (LBBP) can achieve

LV activation times and synchronicity to the same extent as

HBP, especially when the AV interval has been tailored (2, 6,

7). Preliminary studies have shown promising results in terms

of QRS narrowing, LV ejection fraction (EF) and NYHA class

improvement when CSP is utilized in lieu of CRT (2).

Dedicated tools recently introduced in the market have

increased the procedural success rate and decreased the need

for lead revision during follow-up. Experience with CSP has

been growing along with the number of related publications.

Although there are still limited randomized studies available,

several are ongoing. However, CSP lacks its own terminology

and BiV or CRT has been used in its place, possibly generating

some confusion because now the acronym CRT is no longer

synonymous with BiV only but could also refer to CSP. When

referring to CRT, physicians often try to clarify the modality

of CRT being delivered by terms as: “conventional CRT”,

“traditional CRT”, “classic CRT”, “standard CRT”, all meaning

the presence of a coronary sinus lead with simultaneous

biventricular stimulation, while “tailored CRT” or “LV-only

CRT” qualify settings with non-simultaneous VV delays or
FIGURE 1

Two different CRTs. Panel (A): Male, non-ischemic cardiopathy, EF 32%, LB
correction. Baseline EKG, postimplant EKG and 1-year follow-up EKG are
position (A: atrial lead; H: His lead; Coil: coil lead). The HBP lead (H) was
ischemic cardiopathy, EF 42%, syncope, LBBB. CRT was obtained by LBBP w
sequence, at 25 mm/sec. Fluoroscopy image shows the final lead position. The
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LV-only CRT. Therefore, “His resynchronization”, “His-CRT”,

“LBBP-CRT” or “physiologic CRT” are used to mean a narrow

QRS obtained by CSP in patients with baseline LBBB. “HOT-

CRT” and “LOT-CRT” are terms utilized when CSP is

combined with a CS lead to achieve resynchronization in case

of peripheral LBBB or when an intraventricular conduction

delay (IVCD) coexists (2). By these modalities it is indeed

possible to correct both conduction system and

intraventricular conduction delays to achieve nearly normal

synchronization between atria and ventricles. Beyond CRT

patients, pacemaker recipients with LBBB and normal or

mildly reduced systolic function can obtain restored synchrony

by CSP (Figure 1), mimicking the CRT effect similarly to the

BLOCK-HF trial (8). Furthermore, HF patients with right

bundle branch block (RBBB) and systolic dysfunction can be

effectively treated by CSP rather than BiV (9). Shouldn’t we

also consider this a CRT? CSP is rapidly spreading, and several

trials are ongoing, many of which compare CSP and BiV. HF

is highly prevalent in the general population and the incidence

of three chamber devices implantation continue to increase,

both initial insertion and upgrade (10). As not all patients may

need BiV or may succeed in achieving optimal

resynchronization by BiV, while the hybridization of CSP and

BiV is growing (11), the term CRT should not be used
BB. CRT obtained by non-selective narrow HBP which provided LBBB
showed in sequence at 25 mm/sec. Fluoroscopy shows the final lead
connected to the LV port on a three-chamber device. Panel (B): Male,
ith stylet-driven lead. Baseline EKG and post-implant EKG are showed in
LBBP lead (LBBP) was connected to the RV port on a dual chamber device.
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interchangeably with BiV. The term CRT reflects restoration of

electrical synchronicity between atria and ventricles, and as

such needs to be revised in order to be comprehensive of all

the potential pacing modalities capable to achieve this ultimate

goal in the different types of atrio-ventricular and inter/

intraventricular electrical derangements: AV block, bundle

branch block of any type, intraventricular conduction delay.

We can expect that Cardiology Societies will work on

terminology revision soon and update it to include the

resource of CSP. A terminology update is likely to have

important consequences for daily practice and clinical

research. Consistent nomenclature and terminology will ensure

better communication among physicians, nurses and all the

stakeholders involved in managing recipients of cardiac devices

and should be a fundamental step in advancing the quality of

patient care. Physicians can accurately interpret pacemaker

EKG to properly identify either correct function or

malfunction, and thereby take care of patients safely and

effectively. Making use of the NBG code to describe the

implantable cardiac device would ease such terminology

update, since only the first three positions of the five letters

NBG code are commonly utilized, while the last two are rarely

used (12). It could be speculated that one position in the code

could be used to identify the type of pacing lead implanted,

such as “S” for standard myocardial pacing, “C” for

conduction system pacing, “L” for leadless pacing, and “B” for

the presence of a coronary sinus (CS) lead. Another position

could indicate the number of channels available in the device,

with “1” representing a single chamber device, “2” representing

a dual chamber, and “3” representing a triple chamber device.

Based on the given information, the case report in Figure 1

Panel A would be described as DDD-C3, while Panel B would

be described as DDD-C2.
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